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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report represents the Parks for Health Strategy for Cintra Park in Reading. It is based upon a
survey undertaken on 14 December 2018 by Health Parks.

THE CONTEXT

Parks, Green Spaces and the wider Natural Environment are places for fun, getting together,
getting active, growing things, learning and interest; for getting out into the natural environment.
They also have great benefit for health and wellbeing. These benefits include improved relaxation,
emotional restoration, sleep and Social Capital, a reduction in certain non-communicative
diseases, including cancers, Type 2 Diabetes, coronary heart disease, cardiovascular morbidity,
and reduced mortality, improved fitness, and reduced obesity, and increased mental and
cognitive function, and reduced anxiety depression and stress. In addition, they can bring
enhanced economic benefits to the local area, and environmental benefits, including reduced
flooding, noise, air pollution and temperature extremes. For all these reasons, it is important to
assess and improve our Parks, to benefit the health and wellbeing of our local communities.

THE ANALYSIS

This Parks for Health Assessment Model has been developed from a review of the scientific
research exploring how Parks and Green Spaces have a positive effect upon health. This review
has identified elements within five key Primary Health Criteria; Health Promotion and Community
initiatives, Accessibility, Mental Wellbeing, Physical Activity and Environmental Factors, and 15
Secondary Health Criteria. Based upon a survey of your Park, and the analysis of your answers,
the Parks for Health Assessment Reports (Audit, Evaluation and Strategy) identify in increasing
detail the health status of your Park. They provide you with list of elements which can be improved
and highlight new opportunities for enhancement. In your survey, you have identified elements
which are “Present and Satisfactory”, “Present: but in need of improvement”, “Not Present, but a
potential opportunity”, “Not Present and Not Applicable”, and “Not Known”. Omitting elements
which are “Not Applicable”, or “Not Known” from the analysis, a “Perfect” Park is scored at 100%.
Within this 100% each of the primary and secondary health criteria are scored in terms of their
individual percentages. Thus, for each of the criteria, the analysis provides you with a score of
Elements which are “Present and satisfactory”, those “In need of improvement”, and “Potential
opportunities”. In the Audit, this is identified through a series of charts. In the Evaluation and
Strategy Reports these are also listed within each of the health criteria, and in terms of their
relationship to avoidable medical conditions and environmental factors. A series of
recommendations are then made to allow you to choose those improvements and interventions
most relevant to the health and wellbeing of your community.
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2.0 The Results

In order to provide a Park which promotes health and wellbeing it is suggested that as high a
standard as possible should be delivered across each of the Health Criteria if this is achievable
given the scale and character of the Park.

DETAILS OF THE PARK

In considering the local context the following information has been provided:

Health Parks ID Code: 44-1543590704

Group or Organisation doing the Audit: Health Parks

What is the official name of the Park? CINTRA PARK

What is the name of the City, Town or Village? READING

What is the Postal Code of the Park? RG2 7ES

What is the name of your Local Authority or
equivalent?

READING BOROUGH COUNCIL

What is the scale and type of the Park? Local Parks & Open Spaces 2-20 Ha (5-50
Acres)

What country is the Park located in? United Kingdom
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2.1 CURRENT HEALTH STATUS

A Primary Criteria
The Current Health Status comprises of elements which were found to be ‘Satisfactory’. The
analysis of the survey has identified the level and standard of ‘Satisfactory’ elements within each
of the Primary and Secondary Criteria. These are indicated in the following charts and tables.

Chart 1. The percentage of ‘Satisfactory’ Elements in each of the Primary Criteria

The analysis of these figures indicates the level of provision in each of the Primary Criteria as
follows:

PRIMARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

Community Init iat ivesCommunity Init iat ives 10 BAND 1

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty 30 BAND 2

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing 43 BAND 2

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity 50 BAND 3

EnvironmentEnvironment 17 BAND 1

Table 5. The Level and Standard of Provision in each of the Primary Criteria

From Table 5 it is possible to identify which band each of the Primary Criteria are in.
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B Secondary Criteria

The level of 'Satisfactory' elements identified by Secondary Criteria are identified in Chart 2.

Chart 2. The percentage of 'Satisfactory Elements' in each of the Secondary Criteria

The level of provision and standard in each of the Secondary Criteria is shown in Table 6:

SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

Community Init iat ivesCommunity Init iat ives

Media 20 BAND 1

Empowerment 12 BAND 1

Education 0 BAND 1

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access 75 BAND 4

Legibility 0 BAND 1

Facilities 34 BAND 2

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive 67 BAND 3

Natural 20 BAND 1

Therapeutic 20 BAND 1

Social 67 BAND 3
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Growing 0 BAND 1

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Sports 67 BAND 3

Equipped 43 BAND 2

Informal 67 BAND 3

Walking 40 BAND 2

EnvironmentEnvironment

Environmental 0 BAND 1

Biodiversity 24 BAND 1

Table 6. The Level and Standard of Provision of 'Satisfactory Elements' in each of the
Secondary Criteria

SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

From Table 6 it is possible to identify the level and standard of the Secondary Criteria.

In developing Parks for Health, the objective is to achieve as high a standard as possible across
each of the Primary and Secondary Criteria. The following sections of this report identify how this
can be achieved through improvements and new interventions.
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2.2 ELEMENTS IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

In each of the Primary and Secondary Criteria the analysis has identified the proportion of
elements that were judged to be ‘In Need of Improvement’. Those in the Primary Criteria are
indicated in Chart 3.

A Primary Criteria

Chart 3. The percentage ‘In Need of Improvement‘ within the Primary Criteria

The analysis of these figures indicates the level of provision of elements needing improvement in
each of the Primary Criteria as shown in Table 7:

PRIMARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

Community Init iat ivesCommunity Init iat ives 15 BAND 1

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty 30 BAND 2

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing 22 BAND 1

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity 17 BAND 1

EnvironmentEnvironment 39 BAND 2

Table 7. The percentage of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ in each of the Primary
Criteria
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B Secondary Criteria

The percentage of elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ within each of the Secondary Criteria are
identified in Chart 4.

Chart 4. The percentage of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement‘ within the Secondary Criteria

The analysis of these figures indicates the level of provision of elements needing improvement in
each of the Secondary Criteria as shown in Table 8:

SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

Community Init iat ivesCommunity Init iat ives

Media 0 BAND 1

Empowerment 34 BAND 2

Education 0 BAND 1

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access 25 BAND 2

Legibility 43 BAND 2

Facilities 17 BAND 1

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive 17 BAND 1

Natural 40 BAND 2

Therapeutic 20 BAND 1
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Social 17 BAND 1

Growing 20 BAND 1

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Sports 0 BAND 1

Equipped 15 BAND 1

Informal 0 BAND 1

Walking 40 BAND 2

EnvironmentEnvironment

Environmental 60 BAND 3

Biodiversity 31 BAND 2

Table 8. The percentage of elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ in each of the
Secondary Criteria

SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA LEVEL STANDARD

In the following section a list of elements which are needing improvement are identified within each
of the Criteria. These are then categorised against individual groups of medical conditions and
environmental risk factors. From this list in Table 8, it is possible to identify elements which can be
improved to increase the health status of the existing Park. In order to raise the Primary Criteria to
as high a standard as possible, elements for improvement can be selected to address shortfalls
identified in The Current Health Status.

The improvement in the Standard of each of the Primary Criteria is identified after the following
lists.

C Lists of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’
The following Elements were considered ‘In Need of Improvement’ to optimise their contribution to
health within each of the health criteria.

CRITERIA ELEMENTS

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Empowerment Public consultation in decision making about the Park.

Empowerment A 'Park Health Strategy'

Empowerment Nature conservation projects

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access Provision of bicycle racks.

Legibility Signage in the surrounding area promoting awareness of the
Park

Legibility Clear signage at main entrances to provide a sense of arrival
and welcome?
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Legibility Provision of Waymarking Posts or Signs identifying walking
routes

Facilities Provision of bicycle hire facilities

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Provision of attractive landscaped areas

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Regular removal of evidence of anti-social behaviour

Natural Spaces Areas of woodlands, copses and meadow.

Natural Spaces Paths run through different environments and natural
habitats.

Therapeutic Spaces Peaceful and quiet spaces in the Park

Social Spaces Groups of seats for social interaction, appropriate to Park size

Growing Spaces Fruit trees, blackberries quince etc. for picking fruit

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Equipped Play 'Inclusive' play equipment for the differently abled.

Walking & Cycling Accessible paths to allow access to all areas of the Park by all

Walking & Cycling Frequent seating to encourage walking by the less mobile

EnvironmentEnvironment

Environmental
Conditions

Tree planting to mitigate air pollution

Environmental
Conditions

Tree planting for shade around seating areas and walking
routes

Environmental
Conditions

Woodland planting - to mitigate temperature extremes

Biodiversity Provide groups of Parkland trees where appropriate

Biodiversity Provide Native Broadleaved Woodland where appropriate

Biodiversity Provide Native Scrub where appropriate

Biodiversity Provide Native Hedging.

Table 9. List of Elements 'In Need of Improvement'

CRITERIA ELEMENTS

D Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’, related to identified Health Conditions
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In utilising Parks and Open Spaces within Primary Prevention, reference has been made to the
advice of the NHS which sets out recommendations for the prevention and treatment of each
condition. It is however understood that whilst each is an identifiable condition, there are
associations (co-morbidities) between mental and physical conditions, and that they are
“inextricably linked”. In interpreting this Strategy, it is important to appreciate the interrelated
nature of the identified conditions, rather than see each in isolation. If Parks are to be used within
Primary Prevention, it is important to include elements which contribute to establishing an
attractive welcoming context for the Park, giving a sense of order and safety, as well as addressing
its range of facilities. A Park which feels unsafe, is poorly maintained, and is difficult to access, is
unlikely to be used for physical activity or to promote social interaction and mental wellbeing,
however good its internal facilities. Thus, elements which establish an attractive and welcoming
context; community interventions (Health Promotion) and accessibility are as pertinent to each of
the medical conditions as those which specifically address physical activity or mental wellbeing.
Environmental determinants are recognised separately given their wider health implications.
Based upon this approach, the tables below set out the elements for improvement and their
association with each of the identified conditions. Each is identified as being useful for the
prevention and treatment of Obesity, Non-Communicative Diseases Mental Illness and Medical
Conditions associated with Environmental Risk Factors.

ELEMENTS PRESENT BUT IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

OBESIT Y

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Empowerment Public consultation in decision making about the Park.

Empowerment A 'Park Health Strategy'

Empowerment Nature conservation projects

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access Provision of bicycle racks.

Legibility Signage in the surrounding area promoting awareness of the
Park

Legibility Clear signage at main entrances to provide a sense of arrival
and welcome?

Legibility Provision of Waymarking Posts or Signs identifying walking
routes

Facilities Provision of bicycle hire facilities

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Provision of attractive landscaped areas

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Regular removal of evidence of anti-social behaviour

Growing Spaces Fruit trees, blackberries quince etc. for picking fruit

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Equipped Play 'Inclusive' play equipment for the differently abled.
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Walking & Cycling Accessible paths to allow access to all areas of the Park by all

Walking & Cycling Frequent seating to encourage walking by the less mobile

Table 10. List of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ linked to the prevention and
treatment of Obesity

ELEMENTS PRESENT BUT IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

OBESIT Y

CRITERIA ELEMENT

ELEMENTS PRESENT BUT IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

NON-COMMUNICATIVE DISEASES

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Empowerment Public consultation in decision making about the Park.

Empowerment A 'Park Health Strategy'

Empowerment Nature conservation projects

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access Provision of bicycle racks.

Legibility Signage in the surrounding area promoting awareness of the
Park

Legibility Clear signage at main entrances to provide a sense of arrival
and welcome?

Legibility Provision of Waymarking Posts or Signs identifying walking
routes

Facilities Provision of bicycle hire facilities

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Provision of attractive landscaped areas

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Regular removal of evidence of anti-social behaviour

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Equipped Play 'Inclusive' play equipment for the differently abled.

Walking & Cycling Accessible paths to allow access to all areas of the Park by all

Walking & Cycling Frequent seating to encourage walking by the less mobile

Table 11. List of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ linked to the prevention and
treatment of NCD's
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ELEMENTS PRESENT BUT IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

MENTAL ILLNESS (STRESS, ANXIET Y & DEPRESSION)

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Empowerment Public consultation in decision making about the Park.

Empowerment A 'Park Health Strategy'

Empowerment Nature conservation projects

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access Provision of bicycle racks.

Legibility Signage in the surrounding area promoting awareness of the
Park

Legibility Clear signage at main entrances to provide a sense of arrival
and welcome?

Legibility Provision of Waymarking Posts or Signs identifying walking
routes

Facilities Provision of bicycle hire facilities

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Provision of attractive landscaped areas

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Regular removal of evidence of anti-social behaviour

Natural Spaces Areas of woodlands, copses and meadow.

Natural Spaces Paths run through different environments and natural habitats.

Therapeutic Spaces Peaceful and quiet spaces in the Park

Social Spaces Groups of seats for social interaction, appropriate to Park size

Growing Spaces Fruit trees, blackberries quince etc. for picking fruit

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Equipped Play 'Inclusive' play equipment for the differently abled.

Walking & Cycling Accessible paths to allow access to all areas of the Park by all

Walking & Cycling Frequent seating to encourage walking by the less mobile

Table 12. List of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ linked to the prevention and
treatment of Mental Ill-health
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ELEMENTS PRESENT BUT IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

CRITERIA ELEMENT

EnvironmentEnvironment

Environmental
Conditions

Tree planting to mitigate air pollution

Environmental
Conditions

Tree planting for shade around seating areas and walking
routes

Environmental
Conditions

Woodland planting - to mitigate temperature extremes

Table 13. List of Elements ‘In Need of Improvement’ linked to Environmental Factors
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2.3 POTENTIAL CURRENT HEALTH STATUS

By combining the elements which are ‘Satisfactory’ with those ‘In Need of Improvement’, it is
possible to identify the potential health status of the Park if all the improvements were
undertaken. Chart 5 identifies the Potential Health Status across the 5 Primary Criteria.

Chart 5. The Potential Health Status: Elements which are ‘Satisfactory’ and those which are ‘In Need of
Improvement’ in the Primary Criteria

Table 14 below identifies the potential increase in the standard of each of the Primary Criteria
through the introduction of elements needing improvement.

POTENTIAL HEALTH STATUS: PRIMARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA SATISFACTORY IMPROVE POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
STANDARD

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

10 15 25 BAND 2

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty 30 30 60 BAND 3

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing 43 22 65 BAND 3

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity 50 17 67 BAND 3

EnvironmentEnvironment 17 39 56 BAND 3

Table 14. The Increase in the level of each of the Primary Health Criteria, combining
‘Satisfactory’ elements with those ‘In Need of Improvement’
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Chart 6 below indicates the Potential Health Status across each of the Secondary Criteria
combining ‘Satisfactory’ elements, with elements ‘In Need of Improvement’.

Chart 6. The Potential Health Status: Elements which are ‘Satisfactory’ and those which are ‘In Need of
Improvement’ in the Secondary Criteria

Based upon this analysis the Standard of Provision for each of the Secondary Criteria changes as
follows:

POTENTIAL HEALTH STATUS: SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA SATISFACTORY IMPROVE POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
STANDARD

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Media 20 0 20 BAND 1

Empowerment 12 34 46 BAND 2

Education 0 0 0 BAND 1

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Access 75 25 100 BAND 4

Legibility 0 43 43 BAND 2

Facilities 34 17 51 BAND 3

Menta l  Wel lbeingMenta l  Wel lbeing

Attractive 67 17 84 BAND 4
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Natural 20 40 60 BAND 3

Therapeutic 20 20 40 BAND 2

Social 67 17 84 BAND 4

Growing 0 20 20 BAND 1

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Sports 67 0 67 BAND 3

Equipped 43 15 58 BAND 3

Informal 67 0 67 BAND 3

Walking 40 40 80 BAND 4

EnvironmentEnvironment

Environmental 0 60 60 BAND 3

Biodiversity 24 31 55 BAND 3

Table 15. The Increase in the level of each of the Secondary Health Criteria, combining
‘Satisfactory elements’ with those ‘In Need of Improvement’

POTENTIAL HEALTH STATUS: SECONDARY CRITERIA

CRITERIA SATISFACTORY IMPROVE POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
STANDARD

From Table 15 it is possible to identify the potential Standard of provision within each of the
Secondary Criteria.

PRIMARY CRITERIA CURRENT STANDARD POTENTIAL STANDARD

 (SATISFACTORY) (SATISFACTORY & IMPROVE)

Physica l  Act ivityPhysica l  Act ivity

Sports BAND 3 BAND 3

Equipped BAND 2 BAND 3

Informal BAND 3 BAND 3

Walking BAND 2 BAND 4

Table 16. A Table showing the change in the Standard of Health Provision between the
Current Health Status, and with all Improvements being implemented

From this table it is possible to see the health benefits associated with introducing all the identified
improvements.

It is apparent that notwithstanding the introduction of these improvements, there may be
opportunity to make further improvements to the Health Status of the Park through the
introduction of ‘New Interventions’. Where this is the case, these have been identified below.
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2.4 NEW INTERVENTIONS

In addition to identifying elements ‘In Need of Improvement’, this analysis has also identified areas
where ‘New Interventions’ could be introduced. Chart 7 shows where opportunities exist for ‘New
Interventions’ within each of the 5 Primary Criteria.

A Lists of ‘New Interventions’ by Criteria
In order to bring all the Primary and Secondary Criteria up to as high a standard as possible it may
be necessary to introduce ‘New Interventions’. The following table identifies ‘New Interventions’
within each of the Criteria from which the selection may be made based upon local priorities and
aspirations.

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE IDENTIFIED AS NEW INTERVENTIONS

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Media &
Communications

Health benefit information on the website or other Social Media

Media &
Communications

A link to Health guidance for physical activity and mental wellbeing
on the website?

Media &
Communications

A web-based Health and Activity Map, identifying opportunities for
Physical Activity and places that support Mental Wellbeing

Media &
Communications

'Smart Apps' which promote recreation, cultural interest and
education.

Empowerment Promotion of the Park for health and wellbeing through
'Social/Green Prescribing'

Empowerment Park based events and/or projects to reduce loneliness

Empowerment Organised group fitness programmes

Empowerment Promotion of 'Community Events' and activities held in the Park

Empowerment Park based 'Workplace Health and Wellbeing' programmes for local
employees

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Community Groups as an educational resource
(e.g. Nature, Culture, History)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools as an educational resource (e.g. Nature,
Biology, Science)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Schools Clubs and Holiday Play Schemes

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools for physical activity and sport.

Education &
Interest

Provision of Interpretation Boards identifying aspects of nature,
culture, history and other features of local interest?

Media &
Communications

A notice board provided to allow the public to advertise events
and activities in the Park
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Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Legibility Provision of multi-sensory signage for the differently abled and
children

Legibility Provision of a ' Park Health and Activity Map'

Legibility Provision of maps identifying timed and distance walking routes
within the Park

Facilities Provision of café (Mobile or Permanent) in the Park

Facilities Bandstand or similar events space

Facilities Drinking fountains

Legibility Maps identifying walking routes between the Park, other Parks and
Social hubs?

Menta lMenta l
Wel lbeingWel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Public Art, Statuary and Fountains etc

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Security cameras

Therapeutic
Spaces

A Therapeutic Garden

Therapeutic
Spaces

Sensory Garden(s) with plants and elements selected for colour,
fragrance, sound and touch

Therapeutic
Spaces

Public participation in gardening and/or nature conservation
projects

Growing Spaces Community Garden(s) for growing fruit and vegetables

Growing Spaces Raised planters suitable for wheelchair access

Growing Spaces Plant fruit trees

Growing Spaces Composting area

Social Spaces Covered seating areas for social interaction during inclement
weather

Natural Spaces Bird boxes

Physica lPhysica l
Act ivityAct ivity

Sports & Fitness Specifically equipped fitness areas for Seniors (Healthy Ageing)

Equipped Play 'Water play'

Equipped Play 'Outdoor Games' within the Park

Equipped Play 'Electronic Interactive Play'

Natural &
Informal Play

Introduction of Natural Play elements within the Park (e.g logs,
boulders, water and sand)

Walking &
Cycling

Hire facilities for 'Inclusive Cycling' in or near the Park

Table 17. Potential New Interventions

THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS WERE IDENTIFIED AS NEW INTERVENTIONS

CRITERIA ELEMENT
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B ‘New Interventions’ addressing Health Conditions
Where New Interventions are required to address particular medical conditions or environmental
risk factors these are identified below.

The following tables indicate ‘New Interventions’ that can be introduced to strengthen the health
benefit of the Park to address particular conditions. These are identified as being linked to the
prevention and treatment of: Obesity, Non-Communicative Diseases and Mental Illness

NEW INTERVENTIONS

OBESIT Y

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Media &
Communications

Health benefit information on the website or other Social Media

Media &
Communications

A link to Health guidance for physical activity and mental wellbeing
on the website?

Media &
Communications

A web-based Health and Activity Map, identifying opportunities for
Physical Activity and places that support Mental Wellbeing

Media &
Communications

'Smart Apps' which promote recreation, cultural interest and
education.

Empowerment Promotion of the Park for health and wellbeing through
'Social/Green Prescribing'

Empowerment Park based events and/or projects to reduce loneliness

Empowerment Organised group fitness programmes

Empowerment Promotion of 'Community Events' and activities held in the Park

Empowerment Park based 'Workplace Health and Wellbeing' programmes for local
employees

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Community Groups as an educational resource
(e.g. Nature, Culture, History)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools as an educational resource (e.g. Nature,
Biology, Science)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Schools Clubs and Holiday Play Schemes

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools for physical activity and sport.

Education &
Interest

Provision of Interpretation Boards identifying aspects of nature,
culture, history and other features of local interest?

Media &
Communications

A notice board provided to allow the public to advertise events
and activities in the Park

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty
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Legibility Provision of multi-sensory signage for the differently abled and
children

Legibility Provision of a ' Park Health and Activity Map'

Legibility Provision of maps identifying timed and distance walking routes
within the Park

Facilities Provision of café (Mobile or Permanent) in the Park

Facilities Bandstand or similar events space

Facilities Drinking fountains

Legibility Maps identifying walking routes between the Park, other Parks and
Social hubs?

Menta lMenta l
Wel lbeingWel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Public Art, Statuary and Fountains etc

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Security cameras

Growing Spaces Community Garden(s) for growing fruit and vegetables

Growing Spaces Raised planters suitable for wheelchair access

Growing Spaces Plant fruit trees

Growing Spaces Composting area

Physica lPhysica l
Act ivityAct ivity

Sports & Fitness Specifically equipped fitness areas for Seniors (Healthy Ageing)

Equipped Play 'Water play'

Equipped Play 'Outdoor Games' within the Park

Equipped Play 'Electronic Interactive Play'

Natural &
Informal Play

Introduction of Natural Play elements within the Park (e.g logs,
boulders, water and sand)

Walking &
Cycling

Hire facilities for 'Inclusive Cycling' in or near the Park

Table 18. New Interventions for Obesity

NEW INTERVENTIONS

OBESIT Y

CRITERIA ELEMENT
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NEW INTERVENTIONS

NON-COMMUNICATIVE DISEASES

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Media &
Communications

Health benefit information on the website or other Social Media

Media &
Communications

A link to Health guidance for physical activity and mental wellbeing
on the website?

Media &
Communications

A web-based Health and Activity Map, identifying opportunities for
Physical Activity and places that support Mental Wellbeing

Media &
Communications

'Smart Apps' which promote recreation, cultural interest and
education.

Empowerment Promotion of the Park for health and wellbeing through
'Social/Green Prescribing'

Empowerment Park based events and/or projects to reduce loneliness

Empowerment Organised group fitness programmes

Empowerment Promotion of 'Community Events' and activities held in the Park

Empowerment Park based 'Workplace Health and Wellbeing' programmes for local
employees

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Community Groups as an educational resource
(e.g. Nature, Culture, History)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools as an educational resource (e.g. Nature,
Biology, Science)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Schools Clubs and Holiday Play Schemes

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools for physical activity and sport.

Education &
Interest

Provision of Interpretation Boards identifying aspects of nature,
culture, history and other features of local interest?

Media &
Communications

A notice board provided to allow the public to advertise events
and activities in the Park

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Legibility Provision of multi-sensory signage for the differently abled and
children

Legibility Provision of a ' Park Health and Activity Map'

Legibility Provision of maps identifying timed and distance walking routes
within the Park

Facilities Provision of café (Mobile or Permanent) in the Park

Facilities Bandstand or similar events space

Facilities Drinking fountains
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Legibility Maps identifying walking routes between the Park, other Parks and
Social hubs?

Menta lMenta l
Wel lbeingWel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Public Art, Statuary and Fountains etc

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Security cameras

Physica lPhysica l
Act ivityAct ivity

Sports & Fitness Specifically equipped fitness areas for Seniors (Healthy Ageing)

Equipped Play 'Water play'

Equipped Play 'Outdoor Games' within the Park

Equipped Play 'Electronic Interactive Play'

Natural &
Informal Play

Introduction of Natural Play elements within the Park (e.g logs,
boulders, water and sand)

Walking &
Cycling

Hire facilities for 'Inclusive Cycling' in or near the Park

Table 19. ‘New Interventions’ for Non-Communicative Diseases

NEW INTERVENTIONS

NON-COMMUNICATIVE DISEASES

CRITERIA ELEMENT

NEW INTERVENTIONS

MENTAL WELLBEING

CRITERIA ELEMENT

CommunityCommunity
Init iat ivesInit iat ives

Media &
Communications

Health benefit information on the website or other Social Media

Media &
Communications

A link to Health guidance for physical activity and mental wellbeing
on the website?

Media &
Communications

A web-based Health and Activity Map, identifying opportunities for
Physical Activity and places that support Mental Wellbeing

Media &
Communications

'Smart Apps' which promote recreation, cultural interest and
education.

Empowerment Promotion of the Park for health and wellbeing through
'Social/Green Prescribing'

Empowerment Park based events and/or projects to reduce loneliness

Empowerment Organised group fitness programmes
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Empowerment Promotion of 'Community Events' and activities held in the Park

Empowerment Park based 'Workplace Health and Wellbeing' programmes for local
employees

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Community Groups as an educational resource
(e.g. Nature, Culture, History)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools as an educational resource (e.g. Nature,
Biology, Science)

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by Schools Clubs and Holiday Play Schemes

Education &
Interest

Use of the Park by schools for physical activity and sport.

Education &
Interest

Provision of Interpretation Boards identifying aspects of nature,
culture, history and other features of local interest?

Media &
Communications

A notice board provided to allow the public to advertise events
and activities in the Park

Accessibi l i tyAccessibi l i ty

Legibility Provision of multi-sensory signage for the differently abled and
children

Legibility Provision of a ' Park Health and Activity Map'

Legibility Provision of maps identifying timed and distance walking routes
within the Park

Facilities Provision of café (Mobile or Permanent) in the Park

Facilities Bandstand or similar events space

Facilities Drinking fountains

Legibility Maps identifying walking routes between the Park, other Parks and
Social hubs?

Menta lMenta l
Wel lbeingWel lbeing

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Public Art, Statuary and Fountains etc

Attractive Safe
Spaces

Security cameras

Therapeutic
Spaces

A Therapeutic Garden

Therapeutic
Spaces

Sensory Garden(s) with plants and elements selected for colour,
fragrance, sound and touch

Therapeutic
Spaces

Public participation in gardening and/or nature conservation
projects

Growing Spaces Community Garden(s) for growing fruit and vegetables

Growing Spaces Raised planters suitable for wheelchair access

Growing Spaces Plant fruit trees

NEW INTERVENTIONS

MENTAL WELLBEING

CRITERIA ELEMENT
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Growing Spaces Composting area

Social Spaces Covered seating areas for social interaction during inclement
weather

Natural Spaces Bird boxes

Physica lPhysica l
Act ivityAct ivity

Sports & Fitness Specifically equipped fitness areas for Seniors (Healthy Ageing)

Equipped Play 'Water play'

Equipped Play 'Outdoor Games' within the Park

Equipped Play 'Electronic Interactive Play'

Natural &
Informal Play

Introduction of Natural Play elements within the Park (e.g logs,
boulders, water and sand)

Walking &
Cycling

Hire facilities for 'Inclusive Cycling' in or near the Park

Table 20. ‘New Interventions’ for Mental Wellbeing

NEW INTERVENTIONS

MENTAL WELLBEING

CRITERIA ELEMENT

NEW INTERVENTIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

CRITERIA ELEMENT

EnvironmentEnvironment

No element recorded

Table 21. ‘New Interventions’ for Environmental Factors

Together these tables identify the specific `New Interventions` which can be implemented to
address particular medical conditions in the local population. The priority granted to each will be
guided by the prevalence of those individual conditions and the guidance of Public Health.
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3.0 Recommendations

The aim of the Parks for Health Initiative is to achieve as high a health standard in each of the
Criteria as possible, in keeping with the scale and character of the Park.

Based upon this Strategy, the following actions are recommended:

1. This Strategy has indicated the potential health status of the Park. As a rule, each of the
Health Criteria should be optimised wherever possible.

2. Where individual medical conditions or environmental factors are to be targeted
improvements and new interventions can be selected to optimise the Health
characteristics of the Park to address the targeted condition. (e.g. Obesity or Air Quality)

3. Information from the analysis can be used to support Health Promotion Initiatives through
leaflets, Health Maps, signage, interpretation boards, interactive apps and social media.

4. Where a number of Parks lie in close proximity to one another, and within 1Km of a local
community (10 minutes walk), the strengths across Parks can be identified and celebrated.
Together they provide a range of health benefits to which the community can be directed. It
is also possible to encourage walking between Parks, to increase levels of physical activity
and mental wellbeing.

Further Serv icesFurther Serv ices

In addition to the production of the Audit, Evaluation and Strategy reports, Health Parks is able to
offer the following Services:

1. The Parks for Health ManualThe Parks for Health Manual
The Manual: Delivering Parks for Health: Applying the evidence base, stands in its own right,
as an introduction to this important subject. It can also be used in conjunction with the
Training Workshop.

2. Training WorkshopTraining Workshop
It is envisaged that in many instances, Parks and Landscape professionals, or local Parks
representatives with suitable experience, will be able to undertake the online survey. Where
additional assistance is required, Training Workshops can be provided. These offer hands on
experience in understanding the context of the assessment within Public Health,
undertaking the survey, interpreting the questions, and assessing the results. The workshops
can also for the basis for the creation of Health and Activity maps.

3. Health and Activ ity MapHealth and Activ ity Map
As a basis for health promotion, the Health and Activity Map provides a visual expression of
the Health Status of the Park. This identifies, locations and facilities suitable for different
health benefits; physical activity, mental restoration, social engagement, growing spaces,
education and interest etc. The information from this Plan can be used to enhance web
based information, social media and health promotion initiatives.
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4. Data AnalysisData Analysis
As assessments are undertaken, a data set of the Health Status of Parks is established.
This can be used to provide both information on health promoting facilities, seating, signage
equipment etc (or their absence) and also health data within individual Parks. From this
information it will be possible to explore the association between the health status and the
local Health Profile, LSOA data, levels of deprivation and health inequalities. The data will
also allow targeted health interventions to address medical conditions (e.g. Obesity or
Anxiety), or specific factors affecting health (e.g. Air Pollution). In addition, the data could be
used as a basis for further epidemiological research.

5. Parks for Health Interventions Framework:Parks for Health Interventions Framework:
When valued as Health Assets, and based upon the Strategy Report, Parks and Open
Spaces can lie at the centre of a multifaceted health promotion initiative; the Parks for
Health Interventions Framework. This embraces the following health promotion
opportunities:

1. Analysis of the Health Status, improvements and new interventions identified in the
Strategy Report, to optimise each Park for Health and wellbeing.

2. Introduction of cost effective interventions and improvements to optimise the Park
for Health; where possible, combining the strengths of local Parks to provide a
spread of health promoting opportunities for the local community.

3. The improvement of IT facilities and social media to identify and promote healthy
lifestyle choices through the use of Parks.

4. The development of Public Health and Social Care interventions, to promote the
health of local communities.

5. The introduction of Park based activities through Social Prescribing by local doctors.

6. The encouragement of local community groups and charities, to use Park facilities
to promote physical activity and to engage in group activities based around the '5
Ways to Wellbeing'.

7. The development of Wellness at Work initiatives, to promote the health and
wellbeing of those at work to use the Parks for physical activity, and to reduce
stress, depression and anxiety.

8. Economic Evaluation: The assessment and analysis of usage, physical activity and
mental wellbeing, using validated methods to determine improvements in the health
of the local community, and provide a Value to the economy through a range of
interventions associated with local Parks.

For information on these opportunities please contact us at: info@healthparks.co.uk
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4.0 Conclusion

This Strategy has identified the results of the Parks for Health survey for Cintra Park, against
evidence based health criteria associated with physical health and mental wellbeing. It has drawn
from the ever-developing research from which it has been possible to identify elements which
have been demonstrated to have a positive bearing on health. The analysis of the survey has
identified improvements and new interventions within each of the Health Criteria. It has also made
it possible to identify their contribution to the prevention and treatment of avoidable medical
conditions, and mitigate the health impacts associated with Environmental Risk Factors. Where
Parks achieve a high standard across the Primary Health Criteria, it is possible to celebrate the
Current Health Status of the Park. From the assessment it is also possible to identify opportunities
to provide a balanced provision of health promoting elements across each of the Primary and
Secondary Health Criteria. It remains the view of many that the seriousness of avoidable physical
and mental ill-health, increasingly prevalent in urban populations justifies the use of green space
within Primary Prevention, be it through Health Promotion or 'Social Prescribing'. Based upon this
assessment, opportunities have been identified to increase the use of the Park as a Health Asset
within the following areas:

Primary Prevention:Primary Prevention: To identify, prioritise and implement improvements and new
interventions, associated with identified conditions prevalent within the local population.

Community Engagement and Health Promotion:Community Engagement and Health Promotion: To build on current Health
Promotion Initiatives for the Park, identifying opportunities to increase the use of the Park
through greater awareness of health benefits, e.g. through the use of information from the
survey within the website, social media, leaflets, improved signage, interpretation boards
and interactive apps.

Social Prescribing:Social Prescribing: To work with the local Clinicians, Public Health, local groups and
charities, to use the Park as a context to prescribe physical activity and promote mental
wellbeing through engagement with the natural environment, alongside clinical
interventions.

Encouraging a Healthy Workforce:Encouraging a Healthy Workforce: Losses to the UK economy of some £64 billion per
annum result from stress, anxiety and depression in the workplace. Identifying the health
benefits of using Parks for physical activity, emotional restoration and quiet could do much
to improve the health and wellbeing of people at work.

Funding:Funding: To support funding bids and justify the use cross-cutting budgets to promote
primary prevention.

Return on Investment (ROI).Return on Investment (ROI).  To demonstrate value by evaluating Return in Investment
(ROI) based upon increased Park usage for walking and cycling.

For further information please contact us by email at: info@healthparks.co.uk
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